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Abstract 

Decomposable triangulated graphs have been shown 
to be efficient and effective for modeling the probabilistic 
spatio-temporal structure of brief stretches of human mo
tion. In previous work such model structure was hand
crafted by expert human observers and labeled data were 
needed for parameter learning. We present a method to 
build automatically the structure of the decomposable tri
angulated graph from unlabeled data. It is based on 
maximum-likelihood. Taking the labeling of the data as hid
den variables, a variant of the EM algorithm can be ap
plied. A greedy algorithm is developed to search for the 
optimal structure of the decomposable model based on the 
(conditional) differential entropy of variables. Our algo
rithm is demonstrated by learning models of human mo
tion completely automatically from unlabeled real image 
sequences with clutter and occlusion. Experiments on both 
motion captured data and grayscale image sequences show 
that the resulting models perform better than the hand
constructed models. 

1. Introduction 

Humans are the most important component of a ma
chine's environment. Detecting and interpreting human 
presence, actions and activities is one of the most valu
able functions of our own visual system. Endowing ma
chines with the same ability would enable a great number of 
useful industrial applications ranging from convenient non
contact user interfaces for consumer products, to on-board 
safety systems for automobiles, and surveillance systems 
for stores and museums. 

A system for interpreting human activity must, first of 
all, be able to detect human presence [17, 16]. A second 
important task is to localize the visible parts of the body and 
assign appropriate labels to the corresponding regions of the 
image - for brevity we call this the labeling task [17, 16]. 
Given a labeling the different parts of the body may be 

tracked in time [15, 14,2,8,9,3, 19, 7]. Their trajectories 
and/or spatiotemporal energy pattern will allow a classifica
tion of the actions and activities [13, 21}. 

We focus here on detection and labeling. This problem 
was studied in the context of a 'generalized Johansson prob
lem' [17}. The position and velocity of point-features is 
the input to a system that decides whether human motion is 
present. The system also assigns probabilistic labels (the 
main parts of the body plus a generic background label) 
to the detected features. The method is shown to be fast 
and robust both to extraneous clutter and to undetected body 
parts [17]. In [16}, the algorithm is demonstrated to work 
well on a number of simple grayscale image sequences. 

While the previous work is highly successful it is limited 
in scope: while the parameters of the probability density 
function at the heart of the model are estimated from train
ing data, the 'triangulated' structure of such density func
tion is hand-crafted. This is unsatisfactory for two reasons: 
first, it is time-consuming to develop such models by hand; 
second, the data should dictate such structure rather than 
the judgment of a human operator. Furthermore, the cor
rect labelings for the training data are required to be known, 
which could be hard to obtain in practice. For example, the 
ground truth labeling for the training data in [16] is hand
constructed. 

We address here the problem of unsupervised learning 
of model structure. We restrict our attention to triangulated 
models, since they both account for much correlation be
tween the random variables that represent the position and 
motion of each body part, and they yield efficient algo
rithms. Our goal is to learn the best triangulated model, 
i.e., the one that reaches maximum likelihood with respect 
to the training data. We approach the problem in two set
tings: when the training features are labeled, i.e., the parts 
of the model and the correspondence between the parts and 
observed features are known (e.g. by a motion-capture sys
tem), and when the training features are unlabeled, i.e., 
the training features include both useful foreground parts 
and background clutter and the correspondence between the 
parts arid detected features are unknown (e.g. when they 
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are acquired with a monocular camera and no human in
tervention is practical). Our algorithm leads to systems 
able to learn models of human motion completely automat
ically from real image sequences - unlabeled training fea
tures with clutter and occlusion. 

In section 2 we summarize the main facts about the tri
angulated probability model. In section 3 we address the 
labeled training set problem. In section 4 we address the un
labeled training set problem. In section 5 we present some 
experimental results, both on motion-captured data and on 
grayscale image sequences. 

2. Decomposable triangulated graphs 

Discovering the probability structure (conditional inde
pendence) among variables is important since it makes effi
cient learning and testing (labeling and detection for exam
ple) possible, hence some computationally intractable prob
lems become tractable. Trees are good examples of model
ing conditional (in)dependence [4, 12, 10]. A decompos
able triangulated graph [1] is another type of graph which 
has been demonstrated to be useful for biological motion 
detection and labeling [17, 16]. 

A decomposable triangulated graph [1] is a collection of 
cliques of size three, where there is an elimination order of 
vertices such that when a vertex is deleted, it is only con
tained in one triangle and the remaining sub graph is again a 
collection of triangles until only one triangle left. Decom
posable triangulated graphs are more powerful than trees 
since each node can be thought of as having two parents. 
Similarly to trees, efficient algorithms allow fast calcula
tion of the maximum likelihood interpretation of a given set 
of data. 

Conditional (in)dependences among random variables 
(parts) can be described by a decomposable triangulated 
graph. Let S = {81, 82, ... ,8M} be the set of M parts, 
and Xsi , 1 :::; i :::; M, is the measurement for 8i. If the 
joint probability density function P(Xsl , XS2, . .. , XSM) 
can be decomposed as a decomposable triangulated graph, 
it can be written as, 

Pw hole(XSl ,XS2, ... XSM) 
T 

= IT PAt/BtCt (XA,IXB"Xc,) 
t=l 

,PBTCT (XBT , X CT ) (1) 

where Ai, B i , Ci E S, 
1:::; i:::; T = M - 2, 
{Al ,A2, ... ,AT,BT,GT} == S, and 

(AI, Bl , Gl ), (A2, B2, C2), ... , (AT, BT, GT) are the 
cliques. (AI, A2, ... , AT) gives an elimination order for 
the decomposable graph. 

3. Optimization of the decomposable triangu
lated graph 

-1 -2 -N .. 
Suppose X = {X, X , ... , X } are l.1.d sam-

ples from a probability density function, where r = 
(X~l"",X~M)' 1 :::; n :::; N, are labeled data. We 
want to find the decomposable triangulated graph G, such 
that P(GIX) is maximized. P(GIX) is the probability of 
graph G being the 'correct' one given the observed data 
X. Here we use G to denote both the decomposable graph 
and the conditional (in)dependence depicted by the graph. 
By Bayes' rule, P(GIX) == P(XIG)P(G)/P(X), there
fore if we can assume the priors P( G) are equal for dif
ferent decompositions, then our goal is to find the struc
ture G which can maximize P(XIG). From the previ
ous section, a decomposable triangulated graph G is repre
sented by (A1,B1,Cd,(A2,B2,G2), ... ,(AT,BT,CT), 
then P(XIG) can be computed as follows, 

10gP(XIG) 
-1 -2 -N = logP(X ,X ,a .. ,X IG) 

N 
== Ln=llogP(xnIG) 

== L:=l (L~=l log P(X~, \XB" Xc,) 

+ 10gP(XBT ,XCT ) (2) 

T 

~ -N· Lh(XA,IXB"Xc,) 
t==l 

where h(·) is differential entropy or conditional differen
tial entropy [5] of continuous random variables. Equa
tion (3) is an approximation which converges to equal
ity for N -+ 00 due to the weak Law of Large num
bers and definitions and properties of differential en
tropy [5, 4, 6, 11, 12]. We want to find the decompo
sition (Al,Bl,Cl),(A2,B2,C2), ... ,(AT,BT,CT) such 
that the above equations can be maximized. If graphs with 
different elimination orders are taken as having different 
structures, then the total number of possible structure is 
M!/2 . n~~3(2j + 1), which makes exhaustive search 
only possi6le for small Ms. In our application M > 10 
and therefore the number of graph structures is larger than 
3 x 1012. 

Though for tree cases, the optimal structure can be ob
tained efficiently by the maximum spanning tree algorithm 
[4, 12], for decomposable triangulated graphs, there is no 
existing algorithm which runs in polynomial time and guar
antees to the optimal solution. We develop a greedy al·· 
gorithm to grow the graph by the property of decompos·· 
able graphs. For each possible choice of GT (the last 
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vertex of the last triangle), find the best BT which can 
maximize -h(XBT,XCT)' then get the best child of edge 
(BT,CT ) as AT, i.e., the vertex (part) that can maximize 
-h(XAT IXBT , XCT)' The next vertex is added one by one 
to the existing graph by choosing the best child of all the 
edges (legal parents) of the existing graph until all the ver
tices are added to the graph. For each choice of CT, one 
such graph can be grown, so there are M candidate graphs. 
The final result is the graph with the highest 10gP(XIG) 
among the M graphs. 

Let G exist denote the decomposable graph obtained so 
far and Vavail denote the set of unused vertices (vertices to 
be added to the graph). The initial value for Gexist is a 
empty graph, and the initial value for Vavail is the set of 
composed parts S. The algorithm can be described as fol
lowing, 

For each CT E S, 
add CT to G exist 
remove CT from Vavail 

for each v E Vavail 

compute -h(CT'V) 
find BT = argmaxVEVavaii -h(CT' v) 
add vertex BT and edge (BT, CT) to Gexist 
remove BT from Vavail 

for each t from T to 1, 

Gexist 

for each edge e E G exist, 
for each v E Vavail, 

compute -h(vle(l),e(2)) 
findv*(e) = argmaxv -h(vle(l),e(2)) 

find esel = argmaxe -h(v*(e)le(l), e(2)) 
let At = v*(ese,), Bt = esel(l), and Ct = esel(2) 
add vertex At and edges (At, Bt ), (At, Ct) to 

remove At from Vavail 

From all the graphs originated from different CT, choose 
the one with the highest log P(XIG). 

The above algorithm is efficient. The number of possi
ble choices for CT is M, the number of choices for BT is 
M - 1; for stage t, M - 2 = T ::::: t ::::: 1, the number of 
edges in Gexist (legal parents) is 2*(T-t)+ 1 and the num
ber of vertices in Vavail (legal children) is t. Therefore the 
total search cost is M * (M -1 + Lt«2 * (T - t) + 1) *t)), 
which is on the order of M4. The algorithm is a greedy al
gorithm, with no guarantee that the global optimal solution 
could be found. Its effectiveness will be explored through 
experiments. 

4. Unsupervised learning of the decomposable 
graph 

In this section, we consider the case when only unlabeled 
data are available. Assume we have a data set of N samples 

-1 -2 -N -=n 
X = {X ,X ,oo.,X }. Each sample X ,l:::; n:::; N, 

is a group of detected features which contains the target ob
ject, but xn is unlabeled, which means the correspondence 
between the candidate features and the parts of the object 
is unknown. For example when we run a feature detec
tor (such as Lucas-Tomasi-Kanade detector [18]) on real 
image sequences, the detected features can be from target 
objects and background clutter with no identity attached to 
each feature. We want to select the useful composite parts 
of the object and learn the probability structure from X. 

If the labeling for each X" is taken as a hidden variable, 
then the EM algorithm can be used to learn the probabil
ity structure and parameters. We used a method similar to 
[20], but here all the candidate features are with the same 
type. Let hn denote the labeling for X". If X" contains 
nk features, then hn is an nk-dimensional vector with each 
element taken a value from S U {BG} (BG is the back
ground clutter label). The observations for the EM algo-
. -1 -2 -N . . 

nthm are X = {X , X , ... , X }, the hIdden varIables 
are 11. = {hn}~=l' and the parameters to optimize are the 
probability (in)dependence structure (i.e. the decomposable 
triangulated graph) and parameters for its associated prob
ability density function. We use G to represent both the 
probability structure and the parameters. If we assume that 
X" s are independent from each other and hn only depends 
on X", then the likelihood function to maximize is, 

L = 10gP(X,G) 

= 10gP(XIG) + logP(G) 

""N -=n .L.Jn=llogP(X IG) + 10gP(G) 

= E~=l log L P(X" , hn = hni IG) + log P( G) 
hniEHn 

(4) 

where hni is the ith possible labeling for X", and Hn is the 
set of all such labelings. Optimization directly over equa
tion (4) is hard, and the EM algorithm solves the optimiza
tion problem iteratively. In EM, for each iteration t, we will 
optimize the function, 

Q(GtIGt - 1 ) 

= E[logP(X,1I.,GdIX,Gt-d 
""N -=n -=-= = .L.Jn=1 E [logP(X ,hn,Gt)IX ,Gt-d 

L~=l L P(hn = hnilX'\Gt-d 
hniEHn 

. log P(X", hn = hni' Gt } 

= L~=1 L RnilogP(xn,hn = hni,Gt ) 

hniEHn 

(5) 
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where Rni is the probability of hn = hni given the observa
tion r and the decomposable probability structure Gt - 1 . 

For each iteration t, Rni is a fixed number for a hypothesis 
hni. Rni can be computed as, 

Rni 
= p(hnilr,Gt - 1 ) 

= P(hni,r,Gt-l)/LP(hni,r,Gt-l) (6) 
hni 

We will discuss the computation of P(hni' r, Gt - 1 ) be
low. Under the labeling hypothesis hn = hni' r is di
vided into the foreground features K;g, which are parts of 

the object, and background (clutter) X';g. If the foreground 

features X';g are independent of clutter ~, then, 

p(hni,r,G) 

= p(rlhni , G)P(hni, G) 

= p(X';g Ihni , G)P(X;:g Ihni, G)P(hni IG)P(G) 
(7) 

For simplicity, we will assume the priors P(hniIG) are 
the same for different hni' and P(G) are the same for 
different graph structures. If we assume uniform back
ground densities like in [20, 17], then P(~lhni,G) is 
the same for different hni . Under probability decomposi
tion G, p(K; 9 I hni, G) can be computed as in equation (1). 
Therefore the maximization of equation (5) is equivalent to 
maximizing, 

Q(Gt IGt - 1 ) 

2::=12: Rndog[P(X;glhni, Gt )] 
hni 

T 

",N '" R . ['" log p(xni IXni xni) L..."n=l L..." no L..." A, B,' C, = 
h,,; t=1 

+logP(X~~,Xc~)l (8) 

For most problems, the number of possible labelings is 
very large (on the order of nf:1), so it is computationally 
prohibitive to sum over all the possible hni as in equation 
(8). However, if there is one hypothesis labeling h~i that is 
much better than other hypotheses" i.e. R~i corresponding 
to h~i is much larger than other Rni'S, then R~i can be 
taken as 1 and other Rni's as O. Hence equation (8) can be 
approximated as, 

T 

Q(Gt lG t - 1 ) '" 2::=1 [LlogP(X~!*IX~!*,Xc!*) 
t=l 

+ log P(X~~, Xc~*)] (9) 

where XA!* ,X~!* andXc!* are measurements correspond
ing to the best labeling h~i' Comparing equation (9) with 

equation (2), we know that for iteration t, if the best hypoth
esis h~i is used as the 'true' labeling, then the decomposable 
triangulated graph structure Gt can be obtained through the 
algorithm described in section 3. One approximation we 
make here is that the best hypothesis labeling h~i for each 
r is really dominant among all the possible labelings so 
that hard assignment for labelings can be used. This is sim
ilar to the situation of K-means vs. mixture of Gaussian for 
clustering problems. 

The whole algorithm can be summarized as follows. 
Given some random initial guess of the decomposable graph 
structure Go and its parameters, then for iteration t, (t is 
from 1 until the algorithm converges), 
E step: for each xn, use Gt - 1 to find the best labeling h~i; 
M step: use the data labeled with h~i for each xn to run 
the greedy graph growing algorithm described in section 3 
and get Gt . 

So far we assume that all the composed parts are ob
served. In the case of some parts missing (e.g. occlusion), 
the measurements for the missing parts can also be taken 
as hidden variables ([20]), and the above algorithm can be 
easily modified to handle the missing parts. 

5. Experiments 

We tested our algorithm on both motion capture data (Jo
hansson displays) as in [17] and on detected features from 
real image sequences as in [16). The motion capture data 
allowed us to run the learning algorithm under conditions 
where all body parts were present and their position in space 
was tracked with millimetric precision. The real image 
sequences presented a more challenging scenario where a 
two-frame noisy feature detector [18) was used to generate 
the training set, and with many occlusions occurring. 

5.1. Results on motion capture data 

We first investigate the performance of the algorithm on 
motion capture data as in [17J. The data consist of the 3-D 
positions of 14 markers fixed rigidly on a subject's body. 
These positions were tracked at 60Hz with Imm accuracy 
as the subject walked back and forth for four minutes (two 
minutes are used for training, and the other two for test
ing). The 3-D data was projected to 2-D with a fixed ortho
graphic projection so that the majority of the walking was 
seen from a 45 degree angle viewpoint (slightly from the 
side). Although the motion capture system provided labeled 
data, the data were treated as unlabeled for this experiment, 
and the labeling was only used as a ground truth to quantify 
the accuracy of the learned model. 

We chose to learn models with 9 parts instead of all 14 
to see if the model was able to consistently pick out 9 parts 
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and ignore the other 5. We assumed all the pdfs to be Gaus
sian, and the differential entropies can be computed from 
the covariance matrix [5). We ran the EM-like algorithm 
described in section 4 ten times with different random ini
tializations, and Figure lea) and (b) are the two best models 
obtained (with the highest likelihoods). The figure shows 
the mean positions of each model part (up to some hori
zontal and vertical scale factor), which corresponds quite 
nicely to the geometrical structure of the human body. The 
labels corresponding to each point were obtained by putting 
the original data's labels in correspondence with the results 
from the model. In the first model (a), the same vertex rep
resents both the left and right knee (LK(RK» (it detected 
the left knee 63% of the time and the right knee 37% of 
the time). This is due to the fact that, from an orthographic 
side view with all points present (i.e., no self-occlusions), 
during some parts of the walk cycle it is very difficult to 
distinguish the left and right knee, and so the model has 
accumulated the statistics of both into one point. A simi
lar situation occurs with the ankles, point LA(RA). Since 
except for LK(RK) and LA(RA), each learned model part 
corresponds consistently to a 'real' body part (according to 
the ground truth labeling of the training set, see Figure 1), 
we can quantify the detection and labeling performance in 
testing. 

LA(RA) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Two decomposable triangulated models for Jo
hansson displays. These models were learned automatically from 
unlabeled training data. 'L': left; 'R': right. H:head. N:neck. 
S:shoulder. E:elbow, W:wrist. H:hip. K:knee. A:ankle. 

Figure 2 shows the detection and labeling results by us
ing the two models in Figure 1. Figure 2 (a) and (b) are ROC 
curves corresponding to Figure 1 (a) and (b) respectively. 
They were generated by comparing the likelihood of the 
model on frames consisting of only 30 random background 
points to frames with 30 background points plus 3 to 8 body 
parts present. With 5 or more body parts present, the ROC 
curve is nearly perfect. The dashed curve is the overall ROC 
considering all the frames used (from 3 to 8 body parts). 
The threshold corresponding to PDetect = 1-PF alseAccept 

on this curve was used for later experiments. The stars (' *') 
on the solid curves are corresponding to that threshold. Fig
ure 2(c) shows the the detection rate vs. number of body 
parts displayed with regard to the fixed threshold. Figure 2 

(d) is the curve of correct label rate (label-by-Iabel rate) vs. 
number of body parts when a person is correctly detected. 
In Figure 2 (c) and (d), the solid lines (with *) are from 
model Figure 1 (a); the dashed lines (with 0) are from model 
Figure 1 (b); and dash-dot lines with triangles are from the 
hand-crafted model in [17) (Figure 10 in that paper). We 
can conclude from this figure that the automatically learned 
models work quite well. 

.o~-,:';:--"o . .,.... -", .• =--'7=---" 
talae alarm rat. 

(a) 

O.iS~ .. !So & 1 

number of signal points (body parts) 

(C) 

. 
i 
j' 

0." 0.8 
falee alarm rat. 

(b) 

1 .. 7 

............................. _ .. _ ....... .tr ..... ~ 
0.5, 4 5 6 1 

nurrber 01 slgnol points (body parts) 

(d) 

Figure 2. Detection and labeling results. (a) and (b) are ROC 
curves corresponding to models Figure I (a) and (b) respectively. 
Solid lines: 3 to 8 body parts with 30 background points vs. 30 
background points only. The more body body parts present, the bet
ter the ROC. Dashed line: overall ROC considering all the frames 
used. The threshold corresponding to Pv :::: 1 - PF A on this 
curve was used for later experiments. The stars C*') on the solid 
curves are corresponding to that threshold. (c) detection rate vs. 
number of body parts displayed with regard to the fixed thresh
old. (d) correct label rate (label-by-Iabel rate) vs. number of body 
parts when a person is correctly detected. In (c) and (d), Solid lines 
(with *) are from model Figure I (a); dashed lines (with 0) are from 
model Figure 1 (b); and dash-dot lines with triangles are from the 
hand-crafted model in [17] (Figure 10 in that paper). 

5.2. Results on real image sequences 

In this experiment we used the same image sequences as 
in [16). Figure 3 shows sample frames of the data. There 
are three different types of motion: 1: A subject walks from 
the left back corner to the right front corner, facing about 
60 degrees away from the front view (second row of Fig
ure 3). For this motion, we have about 1000 frames (8 se
quences, around 120 frames each) as the training set, and 
another 1500 frames (12 sequences) as the testing set. 2: 
A chair moves from left to right, about 1000 frames (8 se
quences) in total. 3: While a subject walks, a chair also 
moves as a background moving object (first row of Figure 
3). 2000 frames (16 sequences) were collected for motion 
type 3. The candidate features were obtained from a Lucas
Tomasi-Kanade algorithm [18] on two frames. 
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, ,.t.i 
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Figure 3. Sample frames from body and chair moving sequences (first row) and body moving sequences (second row). The dots (either in black 
or in white) are the features selected by Lucas-Tomasi-Kanade algorithm on two frames. The white dots are the most human-like configuration found 
by the automatically learned model (Figure 4). 

For the training sequences we first did background sub
traction, then ran L-T-K feature selector/tracker on two 
frames to get training features, because the background 
had persistent statistics (for example, some points along 
the white board were consistently detected). Background 
subtraction was necessary to avoid the unsupervised model 
from incorporating such background points with strong 
statistics. If the scenery of the dataset were more varied, 
so that the only detected points with persistent statistics 
were those on the human body, this background subtraction 
would not need to be done. The average number of detected 
training features per frame was 25. Furthermore, since in 
this real image sequence not all body features were present 
in each frame (due to self-occlusions or simply not being 
detected by the L-T-K detector), the algorithm described in 
section 4 was extended to handle the case of missing parts. 

We learned an II-feature model. Figure 4 shows the best 
model obtained after we ran the EM algorithms for 12 times. 
Figure 4(a) gives the mean positions and mean velocities 
(shown in arrows) of the composed parts selected by the 
algorithm. Figure 4(b) shows the learned decomposable tri
angulated probabilistic structure. The numbers in brackets 
show the correspondence of (a) and (b) and one elimination 
order. 

The ROC curves in Figure S show the detection results. 
Detection is based on thresholding the likelihood of the 
most human-like configuration selected by the model. Solid 
lines are from the automatically learned model as in Figure 
4; dashed lines are the from the model in [16] (dashed lines 
of Figure 7 in that paper). Figure Sea) shows results of im
ages with body and chair vs. images with chair only; and 
curves in Figure S (b) are results of images with body only 
vs. images with chair only. From Figure 5, we see that 

50 "'-.'~ lfFIe1t,·ty 
Ii 

.'~ (10 lIt 

(I) ....... 

,50 13)" 
(3) 

'60 '00 200 220 240 200 200 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) The mean positions and mean velocities (shown 
in arrows) of the composed parts selected by the algorithm. (b) 
the learned decomposable triangulated probabilistic structure. The 
numbers in brackets show the correspondence of (a) and (b) and 
one elimination order. 

the automatically learned model performs better than the 
hand-constructed model in [16]. The automatically learned 
model is also more efficient since there are only 11 parts in 
the model (there are 20 parts in the hand-constructed model 
in [16]). 

6. Conclusions and Discussions 

We have described a method for learning the structure 
and parameters of a decomposable triangulated graph in an 
unsupervised fashion from unlabeled data. We have applied 
this method to learn models of biological motion that can be 
used to detect and label reliably biological motion. When 
tested on real image sequences, the resulting model can de
tect the presence of biological motion with a significant im
provement in accuracy over methods which rely on hand 
construction of model structure, and the model is also more 
efficient (with less number of composed parts). Our algo-
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Figure 5. ROC curves. (a) Results of images with body and 
chair vs. images with chair only. (b) Results of images with body 
only vs. images with chair only. Solid line: using the automatically 
learned model as in Figure 4; dashed line: using the model in [16] 
(dashed lines of Figure 7 in that paper). 

rithm is EM-like. Like any EM method, our method is li
able to be caught in local maxima. The use of a greedy 
algorithm for the maximization step (as well as the simpli
fying assumption that there is one labeling hypothesis that is 
much more likely than the rest) further increases the chance 
of running into a local maximum. Nevertheless, from the 
experiments we conducted it seems that a very good model 
can be found by running the algorithm on the same data ten 
times or so with different random initializations. Our algo
rithm enables the creation of systems that are able to learn 
models of human motion completely automatically from 
real image sequences. We intend to continue our work by 
systematically studying the trade-off between model com
plexity (number of vertices) and accuracy (we picked 9 for 
motion captured data and 11 for grayscale image sequences 
in our experiments in this paper), experimenting with differ
ent types of motions beyond the walking of a single subject, 
and developing methods of automatically learning a clas
sifier of different types of motions from very long image 
sequences. 
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